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09 December 2019 
 
 
Dear Mr Crawford 
 
PUBLIC SERVICES REFORM (REGISTERS OF SCOTLAND) ORDER 2020  
 
A draft of the above Order and accompanying Explanatory Note was laid before the Scottish 
Parliament on 15th November. This started a 60 day consultation period which is the first 
stage of this “super-affirmative” procedure.  
 
The Scottish Government and Registers of Scotland have agreed a list of stakeholders to 
consult. A covering letter, copy of the Order and Explanatory Note were all sent to the 
consultees on 28 November, and I have attached a copy for your information. 
 
We will share a further draft Order, taking in to consideration any comments from the 
consultees, at the beginning of February. This will be laid for approval by the Parliament, the 
second stage of the super-affirmative procedure, and I understand that the Finance and 
Constitution Committee will be asked to scrutinise this. 
 
Regards 
 

 
KATE FORBES 
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Draft Order laid before the Scottish Parliament under section 25(2)(b)(i) of the Public Services Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2010, for approval by resolution of the Scottish Parliament. 

 

REGULATORY REFORM 

PUBLIC FINANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

 

PUBLIC SERVICES REFORM (REGISTERS OF SCOTLAND) ORDER 2020 

Made             [date] 

Coming into force   31 March 2020   

 

The Scottish Ministers make the following Order in exercise of the powers conferred by 

section 17(1) and (9) of the Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010a and all other 

powers enabling them to do so. 

The Scottish Ministers consider that the conditions in section 18(2) of that Act are 

satisfied.  

The Scottish Ministers have consulted in accordance with section 26 of that Act.  

The Scottish Ministers have laid a draft of this Order and an explanatory document before 

the Scottish Parliament in accordance with section 25(2)(b) of that Act.  

In accordance with section 25(2)(c) of that Act, a draft of this Order has been approved 

by resolution of the Scottish Parliament(2).b 

 

1 Citation and commencement 

(1) This Order may be cited as the Public Services Reform (Registers of Scotland) Order 

2020. 

(2) This Order comes into force on 31 March 2020. 

 

2 Repeal of section 9 of the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 

Section 9 (Keeper of the Registers of Scotland: financial arrangements) of the Public 

Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000c is repealed. 

 

3 Payment of accumulated reserves into the Fund 

The Keeper of the Registers of Scotland must pay any accumulated reserves held on the 

day this Order comes into force into the Scottish Consolidated Fund. 

 

 

[signature block] 

 

  

                                                   
a 2010 asp 8. The effect of sections 14 to 30 and schedule 5 and 6 of the Act has been extended by virtue of section 

134(4) and S.S.I. 2015/234. 
b Section 25(2)(c) has been modified by paragraph 5 of schedule 3 of the Interpretation and Legislative Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2010 (asp 10). 
c 2000 asp 1. 



Draft Order laid before the Scottish Parliament under section 25(2)(b)(i) of the Public Services Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2010, for approval by resolution of the Scottish Parliament. 

 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

 

(This note is not part of the Order) 

This Order follows a reclassification of the Registers of Scotland to central government by the  

Office of National Statistics, so that the legal regime governing Registers of Scotland’s finances 

and the budgeting regime are aligned.   This is effected by repeal of section 9 of the Public Finance 

and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and  a requirement placed on Registers of Scotland to pay 

any accumulated reserves into the Scottish Consolidated Fund. 
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PROPOSED EXPLANATORY DOCUMENT 

for 

Draft Public Services Reform (Registers of (Scotland) Order 2020 

 

 

Introduction  

 

Power to remove or reduce burdens 

 

1. This draft Explanatory Document has been prepared in respect of the draft Public 

Services Reform (Registers of (Scotland) Order 2020 (“the draft Order”), which, if affirmed, 

will be made in exercise of powers conferred by section 17 of the Public Services Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2010 (“the 2010 Act.”), which is an enabling power allowing the removal or 

reduction of  ‘burdens’, as defined in section 17(2) of the 2010 Act. The definition of 

‘burden’ in that section includes an obstacle to best regulatory practice.   

 

Office of National Statistics reclassification of Registers of Scotland 

 

2. The need for the draft Order has been triggered by the Office of National Statistics 

(“the ONS”) reclassification of Registers of Scotland (“RoS”) to central government, which 

means that the legal regime governing RoS in the Public Finance and Accountability 

(Scotland) Act 2000 (“the PFA Act”) and the UK national budgeting regime are no longer 

aligned.  The draft Order,  if affirmed, will remove the inconsistency between the two 

regimes, which is an obstacle to best regulatory practice. 

 

“Super-affirmative” parliamentary procedure 

 

3. The draft Order is subject to the two-stage “super-affirmative” parliamentary 

procedure set out in sections 25 to 27 of the 2010 Act.  During the first stage, Scottish 

Ministers are required to consult interested parties and lay before the Scottish Parliament a 

proposed draft of the Order and a proposed Explanatory Document for a period of 60 days for 

the purposes of consultation. This document is that proposed Explanatory Document.  These 

documents must also be sent to interested parties. Scottish Ministers must have regard to any 

representations made to them about the draft Order.  

 

4. Following that statutory consultation period of 60 days (the first stage of the “super-

affirmative” procedure), a draft Order must be laid for approval by resolution of the 

Parliament, accompanied by a copy of the Explanatory Document (the second stage of the 

“super-affirmative” procedure).  The second stage of the “super-affirmative” procedure is 

equivalent to normal affirmative procedure.   

 

Repeal of section 9 of the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000  

 

5. The draft Order, if affirmed, will primarily repeal section 9 of the Public Finance and 

Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 (“the PFA Act”), which will be removal of the obstacle to 

best regulatory practice. It will also have a consequential free-standing provision made under 

section 17(9)(b) of the 2010 Act.  The consequential free-standing provision will compel RoS 

on the coming into force of the Order to pay its accumulated reserves into the Scottish 

Consolidated Fund. 
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Amendment to the Budget (Scotland) Act 2019 

 

6. In anticipation of the Order coming into force, an amendment will be made to 

schedule 1 of the Budget (Scotland) 2019 to add a new purpose to that schedule to authorise 

payment of grant by Scottish Ministers to RoS.  The new purpose (purpose 21) will be added 

by the Budget (Scotland) Act 2019 Amendment Regulations 2020.    

 

Requirements of the Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010  

 

7. The proposed draft Order and the proposed draft Explanatory Document were laid 

before the Scottish Parliament on […] November 2019 and sent to interested parties in terms 

of 26(1) and (2)(a)(i) and (ii) and (b) of the 2010 Act. 

 

8. The proposed Explanatory Document contains the details set out in section 27(1) of 

the 2010 Act under exception of the details required by section 27(1)(f) which relate to the 

consultation undertaken under section 26.1 

 

9. Section 27(1) of the 2010 Act has the following relevant requirements in relation to 

the explanatory document.  It must— 

(a) explain under which power (or powers) in this Part the provision contained in the 

draft order is made, 

(b) introduce and give reasons for the provision, 

(d) in the case of an order under section 17(1)— 

(i) explain why the Scottish Ministers consider that the conditions in section 

18(2) (where relevant) are satisfied, and 

(ii) include, so far as appropriate, an assessment of the extent to which the 

provision made by the order would remove or reduce any burden or burdens 

(within the meaning of that section). 

 

Power (or powers) the provision contained in the draft order is made 

 

10. The provision in the draft Order is made under section 17(1) of the 2010 Act.  Section 

17 of that Act is largely based on section 1 of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 

2006 which is to do with removing or reducing burdens in legislation.  For the purposes of 

section 1, “burden” is defined to mean any of the following– (a) a financial cost; (b) an 

administrative inconvenience; (c) an obstacle to efficiency, productivity or profitability; or 

(d) a sanction, criminal or otherwise, which affects the carrying on of any lawful activity. 

 

11. The Scottish legislation goes beyond the definition in section 1 of the Legislative and 

Regulatory Reform Act 2006 and includes an extra category of “obstacle to best regulatory 

practice” which is defined in section 17(4) of the 2010 Act as practice under which (in 

particular) regulatory activities should be— 

(a) carried out in a way that is transparent, accountable, proportionate and consistent, 

(b) targeted only at such cases as require action. 

                                                 
1 Section 27(1)(f) of the 2010 Act requires that an Explanatory Document laid before the Scottish Parliament under section 

25(2)(b)(ii) of the Act must give details of: - 

• any consultation undertaken under section 26,  

• any representations received as a result of the consultation, and 

• the changes (if any) made to the proposed draft order as a result of those representations.   
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12. This definition drew on best regulatory principles as defined in section 21 of the 

Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 (originated by the Better Regulation Task Force 

in 1997), but married the principles with “obstacles” to widen the scope of section 17 through 

the addition of this new category of burden.  Section 9 of the PFA Act is an obstacle to best 

regulatory practice because it is inconsistent with the budgeting regulatory regime ROS is 

now subject to having been classified to central government (see paragraphs – to - ). 

 

Background and reasons for the provision 

 

Registers of Scotland 

 

13. The Registers of Scotland were established as a trading fund under the Government 

Trading Funds Act 1973 in 1996. Transitional provision was made on devolution for the 

trading fund to continue to exist: Art. 22 of the Scotland Act 1998  (Transitory and 

Transitional Provisions) (Finance) Order 1999.  Section 9(1) of the PFA Act came into effect 

on the expiry of that transitional provision and currently provides that sums (other than 

payments of or in connection with land and buildings transaction tax) received by the Keeper 

of the Registers of Scotland in connection with the exercise of the Keeper’s functions are to 

be retained by the Keeper and applied to meet expenditure. Registers have accumulated 

reserves that has been retained under this provision of c. £70 million.   

   

ONS reclassification of RoS 

 

14. ONS has recommended, in accordance with international standards, that for the 

purposes of national accounting statistics Registers of Scotland should be classified as part of 

central government, and not as a separate public corporation. While the Treasury may 

exercise a degree of discretion as to timing, that recommendation will be followed by the 

Treasury for the purposes of national accounting and financial reporting standards. The Land 

Registry for England and Wales, established as a government trading fund by an order under 

the Government Trading Funds Act 1973 in 1993, has  been similarly reclassified.     

  

Reclassification of RoS/ consequences in relation to public expenditure control and the 

budgeting rules 

 

15. Reclassification of Registers of Scotland as part of central government has 

consequences in relation to public expenditure control and the budgeting rules that are 

applicable.  The financial system of devolved Scotland is embedded in the UK public 

expenditure system and is subject to macro-economic controls at the UK level, as well as the 

regime for control of  spending exercised by  the Scottish Parliament through the annual 

Budget Act and Committee scrutiny. 

 

16. The Secretary of State makes payments into the Scottish Consolidated Fund: see 

s.64(2) Scotland Act 1998. The Treasury can designate the receipts in respect of which 

Ministers must make payments to the Secretary of State and which are charged on the Fund: 

s.64(5) – (7) Scotland Act 1998. The Treasury may also require Ministers to provide 

information: s.96 Scotland Act 1998.  The funding received by the Scottish Parliament from 

the UK Government is subject to the same public expenditure control and government 

accounting regime as UK Government Departments and is subject to non-statutory 

arrangements, including Departmental Expenditure Limits (DEL).  
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17. At present, in terms of section 9 of the PFA Act, the receipts of RoS are not paid into 

the Scottish Consolidated Fund, and are not available to be granted by Parliament out of the 

Scottish Consolidated Fund to other parts of the Scottish Administration  or to the other 

bodies and office holders which receive payments  out of the Scottish Consolidated Fund. 

Nor can the Scottish Parliament control the use of resources for the purposes of the Keeper’s 

functions. For the purposes of national accounting and public expenditure control the 

Registers of Scotland  has been treated until now as a public corporation: see  HM Treasury’s 

Consolidated Budgeting Guidance: 2019 to 2020, Chapter 11, which means that the Keeper’s 

transactions are, for most purposes, outside of the budgeting of the Scottish Consolidated 

Fund.   

 

18. With reclassification however, for the purposes of national accounting and public 

expenditure control, the RoS would be treated as falling within  the central government sector 

as an Arms Length Body (ALB), and not as a public corporation. In terms of HM Treasury’s 

Consolidated Budgeting Guidance: 2019 to 2020,  the income and  receipts of Registers of 

Scotland would impact on the budgeting of the Scottish Consolidated Fund and its resource 

consumption would score in the same way as spending from the Scottish Consolidated Fund, 

with expenditure funded by the use of reserves counting as spending.   

 

19. The above rules are matters of macro-economic policy which are the responsibility of 

the UK Government. Without adjustment to or repeal of section 9 of the PFA Act, sums 

received by the Keeper would not be paid into the Scottish Consolidated Fund, and the 

Parliament would not be able to control the use of resources for the purpose of the Keeper’s 

functions.  Yet, for the Treasury’s national accounting and public expenditure control 

purposes, both are to be recorded in budgeting of the Scottish Consolidated Fund. This may 

have various implications. With regard to the accumulated reserves of Registers of Scotland, 

it means that for the purposes of public expenditure control, its use may exceed DEL set by 

the Treasury, but there would be  no means by which the Scottish Parliament could  control 

the amount that is to be used for the purposes of the Keeper’s functions. 

 

Repeal of section 9 of the PFA Act 

 

20. Repeal of section 9 will remove a burden for the Scottish Parliament from that 

provision.  Section 9 is an obstacle to best regulatory practice and, accordingly, in terms of 

section 17(2)(c) of the 2010 Act, a “burden” for the purposes of section 17(1). “Best 

regulatory practice” is defined in section 17(4) as “practice under which (in particular) 

regulatory activities should be – (a) carried on in a way that is transparent, accountable, 

proportionate and consistent, (b) targeted only at such cases as require action”.  

 

21. The regime for controlling public funds, in the hands of public bodies, may properly 

be characterised as a “regulatory activity” for the purposes of removing a burden: it is an 

activity which regulates, in the public interest, the collection, holding and expenditure of 

public funds. In the context of the change in classification of the RoS, section 9 is an obstacle 

to that regime being applied  in a way that is accountable, transparent and consistent.  It 

would be an obstacle because despite the income and use of the resources by the Keeper 

being considered for public expenditure controls to be income and spending scored against 

the Scottish Consolidated Fund, that income and use of resources would not be subject to the 

control of  the Scottish Parliament in a transparent way consistently with the position of other 

ALBs whose income and use of resources is scored against the Scottish Consolidated Fund.  
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22. In the context of the use of section 17 to remove an obstacle to best regulatory 

practice, the “person” from whom the “burden” is lifted may be the regulator and also, or 

alternatively, the body being regulated; both, as a matter of principle, benefit from the 

application of a system of regulation which meets best regulatory practice.  Removing an 

“obstacle to best regulatory practice” may be characterised as the removal of a burden from 

persons regulated.  

 

Consequential provision 

 

23. The consequential provision compelling RoS to pay accumulated reserves into the 

Scottish Consolidated Fund ensures that the new, transparent and consistent legal and 

budgetary regimes are freed form an legacy problems which leaving accumulated reserves 

unpaid into the Scottish Consolidated Fund would cause and is therefore considered 

appropriate by Scottish Ministers. 

 

Why the Scottish Ministers consider that the conditions in section 18(2) of the 2010 Act 

(where relevant) are satisfied 

 

24. In terms of section 18(1)  of the 2010 Act, the Scottish Ministers may not make 

provision under section 17(1) of that Act, unless they consider that the conditions in section 

18(2), where relevant, are satisfied in relation to the provision. Those conditions are that— 

(a) the policy objective intended to be secured by the provision could not be 

satisfactorily secured by non-legislative means, 

(b) the effect of the provision is proportionate to the policy objective, 

(c) the provision, taken as a whole, strikes a fair balance between the public interest 

and the interests of any person adversely affected by it, 

(d) the provision does not remove any necessary protection, 

(e) the provision does not prevent any person from continuing to exercise any right or 

freedom which that person might reasonably expect to continue to exercise. 

 

25. The Scottish Ministers consider that the conditions in section 18(2), where relevant, 

are satisfied in relation to the provision for the reasons given below. 

 

The policy objective intended to be secured by the provision could not be satisfactorily 

secured by non-legislative means 

 

26. The policy objective intended to be secured by the provision could not be 

satisfactorily secured by non-legislative means.  The alignment of the legal regulatory regime 

in the PFA Act and the budgetary regime described in paragraphs 15 to 19, can only in 

practice be achieved by repeal (or significant adjustment to) section 9 of the PFA Act.   The 

only alternative would be if there was a radical change of approach to budgeting taken by the 

UK Government, and this was reflected in a new HM Treasury’s Consolidated Budgeting 

Guidance. Since that Guidance has applied satisfactorily for many years to all UK 

Departments and no better approach is readily ascertainable, such an alternative could not 

satisfactorily be secured.  

 

The effect of the provision is proportionate to the policy objective 
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27. Scottish Ministers consider the effect of the provision is proportionate to the policy 

objective of removing the obstacle to best regulatory practice.  The current quasi-trading fund 

status of RoS is abolished by repeal of section 9 of the PFA Act.  The Land Registry for 

England and Wales, established as a government trading fund by an order under the 

Government Trading Funds Act 1973 in 1993, was  similarly reclassified by ONS and its 

trading fund status abolished to achieve regulatory alignment.  The effect of the provision 

need have no impact on the day to day activities of RoS or its delivery of services to the 

public.  Its effect is also proportionate  in that it is internal to the accounting only of the 

Scottish Administration. 

 

The provision, taken as a whole, strikes a fair balance between the public interest and the 

interests of any person adversely affected by it, 

 

28. Scottish Ministers consider the provision taken as a whole, strikes a fair balance 

between the public interest and the interests of any person adversely affected by it. There is a 

clear public interest in removing the obstacle to best regulatory practice as described above. It 

is not clear, on the other hand, that any one is adversely affected by the provision.  The effect 

of the provision also, as stated in paragraph 27, need have no impact on the day to day 

activities of RoS or its delivery of services to the public or its financing its activities.   

 

The provision does not remove any necessary protection 

 

29. Scottish Ministers consider that the provision does not remove any necessary 

protection.  Examples of protections given in the legislation are protections in relation to— 

(a) the independence of judicial decision-making, or decision-making of a judicial 

nature, 

by a person occupying a judicial office, 

(b) civil liberties, 

(c) health and safety of persons, 

(d) the environment, 

(e) cultural heritage (including access, through display, exhibition or otherwise, to 

cultural heritage). 

 

30. It is not clear that any protections of any kind are removed by the provision let alone 

any of the type listed as examples in the 2010 Act. The Keeper will continue to be a Non-

Ministerial Office Holder, who is not subject to the direction of Scottish Ministers in relation 

to the exercise of the Keeper’s statutory functions. 

 

The provision does not prevent any person from continuing to exercise any right or 

freedom which that person might reasonably expect to continue to exercise. 

 

31. Scottish Ministers consider the provision does not prevent any person from continuing 

to exercise any right or freedom which that person might reasonably expect to continue to 

exercise. 

 

 

Scottish Government 

November 2019 
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